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"Why Ohio?"
Why not? Do it for the bit.

"What does a normal room look like?"
Soooo many walls. Windows. Minimum one door, one ceiling, one floor. If you're lucky, closet. If  you're not, Narnia 
esque wardrobe. Hard wood floors, JK! They're vinyl. We don't want to give too much away, you'll find out when you 
get here.

"Why don't the students look happy to see us?"
They thought today was the start of Naked Week.

"Are the dining halls always this slow?"
No, but yes, lowkey sometimes, but also like never, but yes if you go at 12:20 on Monday, Wednesday's, or Friday's.

"Why can't I just go talk to a football coach?"
It's nap time, they're all at home, it would be really rude to disturb them.

"Why is swimming so popular?"
Who doesn't love a straight-line sport. They walk in droves and wear big coats. You know a swimmer by their NCAA 
Championship backpacks.
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Hey there! Griffin Conley '25 and Claire Anderson '24 welcome prospective students to campus with totally-not-a-cardboard-cutout of President Adam 
Weinberg.

Ellie Owen / Denisonian Friend

Welcome to Denison, Prospective Students!

Hi prospective students! 
We're so glad you're 
here, all five-hun-
dred-thousand of you! 
The Bullsheet would 
like to be the second 

group to welcome you to 
campus, after your tour 
guides. You may be told 
we're the campus satiri-
cal publication and that 
we publish the Bullsheet 
every day that classes are 
in session. This is true! 
We are awesome, we 

know. What they won't 
tell you is that we swal-
lowed the Denisonian 
whole and now we look 
like them! We got super 
hungry! We are here to 
answer your questions, 
offer advice others are 
too scared to give you, 

and to let you know that 
junior year sucks and it 
does get better. I mean 
just look at us. Enjoy this 
special Junior Visit Day 
edition of the Bullsheet.
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Claire and Griffin Answer the Questions You're Too 
Afraid to Ask Out Loud
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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community 
dialogue, is funded by DCGA, recycles, and is printed 
each day that classes are in session. Submissions must 
be sent before our editors shamble into the office for 
next day publication via e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.
edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the opinions of 
the authors.
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"What are the parties like actually?"
Honestly they're pretty fun. TBH I like to start in one friend's room. This way we can feel out what the vibes are 
before we leave the pregame and we can also get to the "same level". After that it depends on the night. If it is a 
slower night, we'll head over to a Senior apartment and go from there. Usually, an apartment party is a guanteed 
good time. Either concert or dancing, you'll have fun. On those nights you need something different, North Loop 
is where it's at. If I want to feel and be hot, we hit up Sunset. Best place if you want to actually dance. If it's more of 
a stand around and be cool kind of evening, DChi & Phi Psi are the ultimate hosts. You can not get better people 
watching on North Loop than their patios. When DChi isn't hosting, I beeline for the Beta Basement. You're not 
a campus band unless you've played those plaster walls. If none of these options are hitting, I'll wander between 
North Loop and the Sunnies a bit more. A good night will end at either the Nest or the Bandersnatch or Good 
(iykyk). My Nest order is typically a pizza or the nightly special. My recent Bandersnatch love is a milkshake with 
chocolate sauce and peanut butter, but not Reece's! 

"Which bar accepts fakes?"
The Bullsheet does not condone nor encourage underage drinking. We would never give this away for free. We 
would, however give this information away for a crisp twenty.

Our Advice to Prospective Students
"If you're reading this, you're already one of the coolest people on this campus"

"People here like it when you choke on a little piece of food during lunch. Try it out!"

"Don't swim at night."

"Read the Bullsheet every day, and start reading now at denisonbullsheet.com"

"Tell your parents you love them"

"Tell your tour guide you love them"

"Write your admissions essay about your dead Grandma. RIP Grandma"

Claire and Griffin Can't Stop Yapping!


